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Technology and the Consciousness Soul

I
chosen certain images, not for their own purpose 

ut as i ustra ons of s mptoms that point to 
transcen ent rea i es wor ing in an  through 
them.

n his oo  ,1 wri en towar s 
the en  of the twen eth centur , the futuro ogist 

in o er escri es how, for e thousan  
years and more, technology had no widespread 
impact on human life. Of course, there were 
technical in en ons, ut they did not signi cantly 
change our lifestyle and culture. To be sure, we 

now that during mes of war, 
the ancient Greeks employed 
technical in en ons such as 
burning pro ec les that they 
lobbed into the vessels of their 
enemies in order to set re 
to their sails. But when war 
ended, so did the use of these 
pyrotechnics. n other words, if you picture the 
historical meline of technology as a func on of 
daily life, that meline remains pre y at un l 
the 18th century. 

ith the advent of the ndustrial evolu on, 
suddenly technological inven ons are introduced 
to society that radically change daily life and 
the forma on of society. n ust a few years 
a new underclass, the proletariat, arises in 
Britain; mass poverty grips English society as a 
result of the steam engine, which assumes the 
human tasks of pumping water out of the mines, 
driving the machinery of the te le industry the 
“Spinning Jenny”), and opening the doors to mass 
produc on. Soon therea er come the steam 
locomo ve and the railways. e cannot describe 
the history of the U.S. without acknowledging 

the in uence of the railway tracks that, like long 
spindly ngers, stretched across the merican 
con nent toward the est, following the eeing 
bu alo and a ve mericans.  few years later 
came the internal combus on engine the “O o 
motor”) and the iesel engine, two inven ons 
that drama cally changed the landscape of 
Europe and America. 

To er names these industrial changes the 
“ rst wave,” in which physical energy, the power 
of human muscles and human work, is replaced 
by machines. Soon therea er comes essen ally 
a second ndustrial evolu on, but we do not 
use that name. With the harnessing of electric 

energy, we soon enter the age 
of the telegraph and later the 
telephone, telex, radio, and 

nally television. By this point, 
mass produc on is already the 
norm and nearly the whole 
world has changed its face 
through the introduc on and 

use of electricity. To er names these electronic 
in uences the “second wave,” sta ng that its 
impact was felt less upon our physical energy 
and more upon our communica on skills. 

ommunica on became machine driven as we 
see it today in what we call “social media.”2

Then To er, wri ng in 1 8 , predicted 
that, a er this second wave, a third wave would 
emerge to replace our human intelligence 
with mechanized intelligence. And indeed, the 
computeriza on of our society in the late eigh es 
and early nine es of the last century has brought 
us to a lifestyle today in which computers are a 
normal part of our life.

To er also predicted that the rate of these 
developments would speed up, ge ng faster and 
faster, to the point where we would be asking 

radically changed daily 

of society.
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ourselves, Where will this end  ndeed, based on 
To er s work, we may ask ourselves, Will there 
be a fourth wave

Before addressing this ues on,  would like 
to spool back to the endpoint in the at meline 
of technology when a huge spike in this line can 
be observed a spike as high and as sudden as 
the ocky ountains suddenly u ng out from 
the vast expanse of the plains of the American 

idwest. s it possible to understand the source 
of this erup on  

At the beginning of what historians call the 
Age of Enlightenment, a leading scien st of his 
day put a mepiece on a piece of wood, grasped 
a chicken in his le  hand and, with an axe in 
his right hand, cut o  the head of this animal, 
then watched his mepiece to see how long this 
animal would u er around before it died.

Later he wrote that he would stretch Mother 
Nature on the rack and torture her secrets from 
her. n this brutal scene, we witness the birth of 
empiricism, in which nature became the object of 
a new kind of research. This research limited itself 
to those aspects of the natural world namely 
its physical or material elements that we can 
see and measure and from which we can draw 
conclusions through what is called an induc ve 
method. This scien st strove strictly to separate 
himself as an individual and objec ve researcher 
from the object of his research. For him, the two 
had nothing in common. Today we honor him as 
the father of modern empirical science and as the 
pioneer of its method. is main scien c opus is 
en tled .

This empiricist was Francis Bacon, later Lord 
Bacon of Verulam, Lord Chancellor to the English 
royal court, and a high-ranking philosopher of the 
Bri sh enaissance 1 1 1 2 ). Following years 
of research he wrote a novel in which he sketched 
a world of prosperity and peace in which people 
lived under the wise counsel of a Rosicrucian 
Leadership that guided society according to the 
rules of this new science. The book was 

, the rst Utopia. Bacon died at the age of 
 as a conse uence of one of his experiments  

He wanted to know how ice could preserve 
meat, but caught a cold during his research and 
died of pneumonia. History is unclear whether 
he retained contacts with Rosicrucians on the 
European con nent. But according to Rudolf 
Steiner, Bacon had an important mission to ful ll 
that was inspired by Chris an Rosenkreutz, just as 
Shakespeare and Rembrandt had, too.3

*  *  *
 would now like to take a leap forward of 

362 years to 1988, when, two years before his 
death and sick with leukemia, the American 
psychologist B.F. Skinner was si ng at his desk in 
the cellar of his home at Harvard and wri ng his 
last book.

As the inventor of programmed learning, 
programmed instruc on, and the teaching 
machine, Skinner was world famous as an 
ar culate spokesman for Behaviorism. Based 
on his famous lab experiments with pigeons 
and rats, among other creatures, he concluded 
that human behavior can be trained and by 
means of a very basic system of s mulus and 
response. Through this insight he developed a 
form of opera ve condi oning of human beings, 
intellectual but also social. He claimed that, using 
this method, it would be possible to condi on 
humans to behave in socially desired ways. These 
ideas he had woven many years earlier into his 

rst novel, en tled again, a Utopia. 
But he could not answer a basic ues on  Who 
should decide which behaviors would be the 
most appropriate. And now he sat at his desk to 
write his last thoughts. The tle of his last and 
dark vision of the future was 

. For this nega ve Utopia he was 
heavily cri cized by Noam Chomsky, who, like 
other former students of Skinner, felt uneasy in 
the presence of Skinner and his ideas.

But in Skinner we see nally how the 
scien c method of empiricism targets the nature 
of the human being. The soul becomes de ned 
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as mechanical. n modern thinking everything on 
earth, in heaven, and in man is understood this 
way. Life processes, as well as social processes, 
are understood to be mechanical processes.

Since image-producing methods in 
neuroscience and psychology became popular at 
the end of the last century, since the unraveling 
of the human genome, the scien c method that 
started with Bacon has nally overwhelmed all 
disciplines in human biology and medicine.

The movement for humane psychology, 
ini ated by Carl Rogers4 in the 1980s, was 
virtually forgo en by the turn of the century 
twenty years later. n 2002 the 

 declared 
Skinner the most important 
psychologist of the 20th 
century, even ahead Freud, 
Jung, Piaget, and Adler.

Although the universi es 
and their departments of 
philosophy con nue to say 
that science, by de ni on, 
embraces a variety of theories, the dominant and 
undisputed approach is that of empiricism, or 
posi vism, in nearly all subjects. Especially in the 
medical eld but also in the arena of educa on, 
empirical scien c technology is mainstream.

ndeed, between the mes of Lord Bacon and 
B.F. Skinner, step by step the scien c approach 
has come closer and closer to the realm of 
technology. Today technology and this form of 
science are seen as being iden cal. Science and 
technology have become an inseparable pair. n 
the mean me they have developed a menage 
a trois, with economics or business as the third 
partner.)

Intelligence and the Individual
n art history it is well known that before 

the Renaissance it is hard to iden fy the names 
of great ar sts. Who designed the huge French 
cathedrals  Who built them  Who were the 
ar sts who made the marvelous stained glass 
windows in these houses of worship  o 

we know the names of the designers of the 
patrician villas in Rome, with their oor hea ng 
and running water  Who invented the hot-air 
hea ng in these houses  n Rome there were 
hundreds of ar sts crea ng wall pain ngs and 
sculptures inside and outside the houses of the 
wealthy. Going even further back, who designed 
the Greek temples, the Egyp an pyramids, and 
most remarkably, who were the technicians who 
actually built them or who erected such simple 
things as the obelisks

We know that we don t know, since all of 
these ar s c and scien c works were completed 
anonymously. There are a few excep ons, of 

course, in the works of Homer, 
Aristotle, Plato, Aeschylus, and 
a few others.)

Why is this the case  Could 
it be that during these ancient 

mes the individual did not 
experience himself in his work 
as an individual  s it possible 
that these masterpieces of art, 

construc on, and design were not seen as the 
work of an individual person but as an expression 
of something else

Rudolf Steiner expressed the idea that, in 
medieval mes and before, the act of intellectual 
ac vity was experienced as a gi  from outside. 
deas were believed to be not produced by man 

himself but as an inspira on from out of the 
spiritual world that came to manifesta on in the 
mind or ar s c crea on of the individual thinker 
or ar st. Not “  think,” but “it thinks in me” was, 
according to Steiner, the general a tude and 
feeling.

And it was again Steiner who stated that from 
the 1 th century on, step by step, this a tude 
was replaced by the experience, “  think. My 
thought is me.” From there to “my brain thinks” 
is a small yet signi cant further step. t is the 
transi on from inspira onal thinking to brain-
based thinking, or, in other words, from the brain 
as receiver to the brain as producer.5

the idea that in medieval 

from outside.
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For educators it is so important just to think 
this thought, just to realize there was a me, not 
so long ago, when man was not iden ed by his 
or her intellectual performance, but by what he 
or she did. 

We live in the 21st century in the hypertrophy 
of intellectualism. Man is judged by intellectual 
performance, and its worth is measured and 
rewarded by a paycheck. The whole educa onal 
system depends on this modern (and false) 
premise. Every day now we see on TV and read 
in the newspapers that the world is depending 
less on human intellect and increasingly on 
other external powers, powers of ar cial 
intelligence and these are mostly powers of 
destruc on. 

Manufactured Intelligence and 

The wonderful thing about anthroposophy 
is that it widens our horizons into greater and 
greater perspec ves. One of these perspec ves 
is Steiner s idea of the Consciousness Soul. What 
does he mean by this soul  He 
is referring here to the capacity 
of each mature human being to 
use our individual intellectual 
powers in service to what our 
conscience says we must do. 
This is the step in development 
from what Steiner calls the 
ntellectual (or Mind) Soul to 

the Consciousness Soul. The 
task of the ntellectual Soul 
is to exercise the abstract thinking capacity and 
to make mankind ready to receive the intellect 
as an individual gi  and tool. By contrast, the 
task of the Consciousness Soul (or conscience 
soul) is to use the intellect in a way we could call 
“responsibility for humanity.” This enormous 
step in evolu on began in the 15th century and it 
will need several hundred years more to mature 
completely.

 

The best way to answer the ues on, “What 
happens to inspira on or intui on ” is to follow 
the explana ons Steiner gave. As we have seen, 
intelligence was once understood as a capacity 

owing into the human being from outside. 
Steiner called it a cosmic force; this cosmic force 
was given from the power of a cosmic being. 
Steiner iden ed that being as the one known in 
the Chris an tradi on as the Archangel Michael. 
Steiner con nued to use this name. Cosmic 
intelligence was once held by Michael and was 
distributed to those who needed it. Steiner once 
spoke of Michael as the ery-thought-king who in 
his evolu on was seen (in the stories of the Old 
Testament) as the face of Jahve and in the New 
Testament as the face of Christ. The meaning of 
his name is a ues on  Who is like God

t is not easy to feel and nd words for the 
cosmic drama that unfolded as, step by step, 
the reins over intelligence slipped from the grip 
of Michael into the hands of human beings. 

Humanity was just star ng to 
develop the Consciousness 
Soul in order to be able to 
hold that great power of 
intelligence.6 

About y years ago 
human beings began to have 
the capacity to know that their 
powers of the intellect could 
either create or destroy our 
world. This is the responsibility 

of the newly developing Consciousness Soul. Why 
is this  t is because a part of the des ny of our 
evolu on is freedom. And freedom exists only if 
there are choices. Now, science and technology 
can either destroy or build and develop our 
physical substance and the substance of our 
earth. 

The same possibility will happen soon 
with the human soul as bearer of the “Human 
den ty.” n Europe, an adver sement in the 

newspaper  by the 

Intellectual development 
is only one aspect of 

are those dealing with 

with social life as such.
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electronic rm ABB shows a nice young lady 
si ng at a lab table, and next to her a two-armed 
robot. The text reads  “ABB develops the you.me  
technology. You (being the robot) and me (being 
the young lady).” And then follows this sentence: 
The Fourth ndustrial Revolu on 
has started. We see in this ad 
the integra on of machines into 
the human being. The human 
intelligence alone is no longer 
ade uate or advanced enough 
and must incorporate the robot s 
intelligence into her work. The 
implica on is that the intelligence of combining 
human and machine capacity engenders “The 
Fourth ndustrial Revolu on.” 

oes this make sense to us  s this our 
future  Life is now all about these ues ons. 
n fact it is the ues on of the future of our 

intelligence, of the intellectual capaci es in man. 
n educa on it is now normal to say we live in 

a society of the intellect everything is about the 
intellect and the highest possible achievements 
there. This is what brings the individual to being 
recognized as the best possible member of 
society.

We can look at this from 
a di erent perspec ve and 
say, “ ntellectual development 
is only one aspect of society. 
Other aspects are those dealing 
with emo ons, dealing with 
ac ons and physical work, 
dealing with moral dilemmas 
and challenges, dealing with social life as such. 
f all these other aspects were directed solely by 

our intellect, we would end with B.F. Skinner s 
idea of a future society.” That is the reason 
Rudolf Steiner repeatedly emphasized do not 
let the intellect develop alone! Give it a lifelong 
companionship of human feelings.7 Or, as he 
stated it in another context, educate in a way that 
hearts start to think.8

This would be a genuinely new kind of 
thinking, the new intellect: a thought life that is 

always accompanied by the uali es of the heart. 
(Here  is used as a metaphor that indicates 
and includes a morally guided feeling life.) f that 
would happen, it would change the intellect s 
perspec ve of the future. This perspec ve, as it is 

now, has this design: An isolated 
intellect in man thinks it works for 
the good when in fact it produces 
various forms of evil. solated 
intellectual ac vity produces 
evil while convincing itself it is 
working for the be er, for the 
good.

n this ba le in which we are engaged 
nowadays, we see this force of the intellect 
in technology, in poli cs, in trade trea es, 
in the world of agriculture. Most currents in 
educa on today appear designed to prepare 
new genera ons for a life ruled by the isolated 
intellect.

t should be the mission of modern educa on 
to develop the intellectual powers ever in 
connec on with other capaci es of the becoming 

human being. From Howard 
Gardner we know that there 
are many more “intelligences” 
than the intellectual.9 With the 
image-making tool available 
for research in neuroscience, 
the fMR , we know that when 
children are engaged in an 
ar s c ac vity, all parts of the 

brain are also engaged and “lit up.” t is not so 
di cult to design a curriculum that is oriented to 
develop the whole human being, as well as the 
whole brain. The achievements of such schools as 
Waldorf (or Steiner) schools show that this is an 
op on that already exists.

A new challenge in educa on is to nd ways 
to develop in our youngsters an awareness of 
the ways in which scien c technology can creep 
into the smallest corners of their individual lives, 
turning them to objects for public consump on. 

Consciousness Soul 
is to use the intellect 
in a way we could 
call “responsibility 
for humanity.”

 
classes on technologies 
would be to anchor 
them within the context 
of meaning and human 
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n North America there is a good program that 
o ers to develop such an awareness, including 
helpful prac ces for young people. t should be 
taught in all prac cal skills classes Ed. comment: 
This is a term used in European Waldorf schools 
for which we do not have an e uivalent in 
North America] in the upper elementary and 
high school grades. This course is called Cyber 
Civics, a program that helps “students wisely and 
con dently use electronic technologies and  
social media.”

Recently the Bri sh 
government commissioned 
research about the in uence 
of social media on the 
wellbeing of children and 
young people, “Resilience for 
the Digital World: Research 
into children and young 
people s social and emo onal wellbeing online.” 
(Young Minds eNewsle er and Ecories). The 
programs developed from this research could 
be used in Waldorf schools, perhaps not at the 
early age that the research reports advise, but 
certainly from sixth grade on. They can also 
inspire Waldorf teachers to develop varia ons 
of these curricula, always following the idea 
that the human being is in command of his/
her (technological) helpers, and that electronic 
devices are tools, not commanders. This is not at 
all a so  or sen mental subject, especially if one 
recognizes the devasta ng e ects that habits of 
addic on have on children and adolescents. We 
have a growing body of evidence that documents 
levels of implicit or hidden addic on in the use of 
these technological tools, even among adults.

Steiner advised high school teachers to 
devote at least one hour a week, star ng in 
tenth grade, to the theme of technology. f we 
understand well the mes in which we live, we 
could imagine that, from the sixth grade on, 
elementary schools could establish a weekly hour 
for the prac cal study of the most helpful and 
responsible uses of electronic devices and media. 
Students would be taught to use electronic tools 

and sources in a meaningful, responsible way, 
just as they have to learn to ride a bike and to 
drive a car. The key in teaching these classes on 
technologies would be to anchor them within the 
context of meaning and human rela onships.

Summary
Rudolf Steiner s 

 (GA 26, 2002), which summarizes 
the results of Spiritual Science, concludes, not 

by coincidence, precisely 
with these ues ons 
about the rela onship of 
man to technology. And 
we understand that this is 
precisely because 

 ends with the 
future, our future. Perhaps it 
could be meaningful then to 

end this short overview with just these important 
(and prophe c) thoughts:

“183. n the age of Natural Science, since 
about the middle of the nineteenth century, 
the civilized ac vi es of mankind are gradually 
sliding downward, not only into the lowest 
regions of Nature, but even beneath Nature. 
Technical Science and ndustry have entered 
sub-nature.”

n other comments, Steiner de nes forces of 
magne sm and electricity as coming from below 
the earth s surface sub-earthly forces. He goes 
on to explain these are more di cult for us to 
manage than substances and forces that we use 
from the earth s surface. Hence his next thought:

“184. This makes it urgent for man to nd in 
conscious experience a knowledge of the Spirit, 
wherein he will rise as high above Nature as 
in sub-natural technical ac vi es he sinks 
beneath her. He will thus create within him the 
inner strength not to go under.

It should be the mission 

develop the intellectual 

the becoming human 
being.
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“185. A past concep on of Nature s ll bore 
within it the Spirit with which the source of all 
human evolu on is connected. By degrees, this 
Spirit vanished altogether from man s theory of 
Nature. The purely Ahrimanic spirit has entered 
in its place, and passed from theory of Nature 
into the technical civiliza on of mankind.” 

Those who study anthroposophy understand 
Ahriman as a higher spiritual en ty who works 
to lead human evolu on downward, away from 
the maximum development of individuality and 
individual freedom. This engendered Steiner s 
vision of an educa on designed to balance 
this “Ahrimanic spirit” with a human spirit re-
connected to Nature, strong enough to u lize 
the high intelligence of Ahriman and mindful 
enough to cul vate warmth of heart and “heart 
intelligence.”
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